The aim of this note is to show that lamplighter graphs where the space graph is infinite and at most two-ended and the lamp graph is at most two-ended do not admit harmonic functions with gradients in ℓ p (i.e. finite p-energy) for any p ∈ [1, ∞[ except constants (and, equivalently, that their reduced ℓ p cohomology is trivial in degree one). This answers a question of Georgakopoulos [3] on functions with finite energy in lamplighter graphs. The proof relies on a theorem of Thomassen on spanning lines in squares of graphs.
Introduction
Given two graphs H = (X, E) (henceforth the "space" graph) and L = (Y, F ) (henceforth the "lamp" graph), the lamplighter graph G := L ≀ H is the graph constructed as follows. Fix some root vertex o ∈ Y and let ⊕ X Y be the set of "finitely supported" functions from X → Y (i.e. only finitely many elements of X are not sent to o ∈ Y .). Its vertices are elements of X × ⊕ X Y . Two vertices (x, f ) and (x ′ , f ′ ) are adjacent if · either x ∼ x ′ in H and f = f ′ , · or x = x ′ , f (y) = f ′ (y) for all y = x and f (x) ∼ f ′ (x) in L.
It is easy to see that L ≀ H is connected exactly when both H and L are. In fact, in this note, all graphs will be assumed to be connected (this is not important) and the graphs are locally finite.
The ends of a graph are the infinite components of a group which cannot be separated by a finite set. More precisely, an end ξ is a function from finite sets to infinite connected components of their complement so that ξ(F ) ∩ ξ(F ′ ) = ∅ (for any F and F ′ ).
Given a graph G, a real-valued function f on its vertices V is said to be harmonic if it satisfies the mean value property
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where v is the degree (or valency) of v. The gradient of f is the function on the edges (v, w) defined by ∇f (v, w) = f (w) − f (v). The square of the ℓ 2 -norm of the gradient is often referred to as the energy of the function.
The main result here is the following corollary:
Assume H is infinite and has at most two ends, L has at least one edge and at most two ends and that both L and H are locally finite, then there are no non-constant harmonic functions with gradient in
This result is in contrast with the fact that lamplighter graphs have bounded harmonic functions as soon as H is not recurrent. Indeed, a bounded function has necessarily its gradient in ℓ ∞ .
In fact, this result uses (and, when the graphs have bounded valency, is equivalent to) the vanishing of the reduced ℓ p cohomology in degree one, see [4] for definitions. [3] , this answers actually more than asked: the question there concerns harmonic functions with finite energy, i.e. with gradient in ℓ 2 .
As for [6] , the question there concerns other types of graphs; for lamplighter graphs of Cayley graphs the answer to this question is essentially complete. Indeed, a wreath product (i.e. lamplighter group) is amenable exactly when the lamp and space groups are amenable. Since amenable groups have at most 2 ends, corollary 1 shows the reduced ℓ p -cohomology of any amenable wreath product is trivial. Note that Martin & Valette [8, Theorem.(iv) ] show this is still true when L is not amenable.
Corollary 1 extends probably to graphs with finitely many ends. To do this one would need to answer the following question. Assume G is the set of graphs obtained by taking a cycle and attaching to it finitely many (half-infinite) rays. Is the lamplighter graph L ≀ H with L, H ∈ G Liouville? This seems to follow from classical consideration of Furstenberg (coupling), since both H and L are recurrent.
Proof
Let D p (G) be the space of functions on the vertices of the graph G with gradient in ℓ p and HD p (G) be the subset of D p (G) consisting of functions which are furthermore harmonic. The notation HD p (G) ≃ R means that the only functions in HD p (G) are constants.
For F ⊂ X a subset of the vertices, let ∂F be the edges between F and F c . Let
Quasi-homogeneous graphs with a certain (uniformly bounded below) volume growth in n d will satisfy these isoperimetric profiles, see Woess Let G 0 = L≀H the lamplighter graph where L is either finite or a Cayley graph of Z and H is a Cayley graph of Z. For our current purpose it will suffice to note that G 0 has IS d for any d ≥ 1, see Erschler [2] . A second important ingredient is that, using Kaimanovich [7, Theorem 3.3] , G 0 is Liouville, i.e. a bounded harmonic function is constant.
The proof will be split in a few steps for convenience.
Step 1 -assume that H and L have bounded valency. Two results from [4] can then be invoked. Using [4, Theorem 1.2], if the graph under consideration has IS d for any d, then HD p ≃ R for any p < ∞ is equivalent to vanishing of the reduced ℓ q -cohomology in degree one (for short, ℓ q H 1 = {0}) for any q < ∞. By [4, Corollary 4.2.1], if a graph G has a spanning subgraph which is Liouville and has IS d for all d, then ℓ q H 1 (G) = {0} for any q < ∞.
Note that if a spanning subgraph of G has IS d , it implies that G has IS d . Summing up, if a graph G admits G 0 as a subgraph then ℓ q H 1 = {0} for any q < ∞ (and, equivalently HD p (G) ≃ R for any p < ∞).
It is also possible to work only up to quasi-isometry: if two graphs of bounded valency Γ and Γ ′ are quasi-isometric, then they have the same ℓ p -cohomology (in all degrees, reduced or not), see Élek [1, §3] or Pansu [9] .
Recall that the k-fuzz of a graph G, is the graph G [k] with the same vertices as G but now two vertices are neighbours in [2] is often called the square of G.
Lastly, using either Thomassen [11] or Seward [10, Theorem 1.6], the graphs L and H in Corollary 1 are bi-Lipschitz equivalent to graphs containing a spanning line (or cycle if the graph is finite). In fact, this bi-Lipschitz equivalence is given by taking the k-fuzz of these graphs. An interested reader could probably show that k = 4 is sufficient. This means that L ≀ H is bi-Lipschitz equivalent (and so quasi-isometric) to a graph containing G 0 . This finishes the proof of Corollary 1 when H and L both have bounded valency.
Step 2 -Assume from now on that both H and L have connected spanning subgraphs of bounded valency, say H ′ and L ′ respectively. If there is a non-constant f ∈ HD p (G) (where G = L ≀ H). Then f is not "constant at infinity": if B n denotes a ball of radius n around some fixed vertex o, then f (B c n ) does not converge to a single value. Indeed, the maximum principle would then imply f is constant.
But f is also a function on the vertices of G ′ = L ′ ≀ H ′ and it is also in D p (G ′ ) (because deleting edges only reduces the ℓ p norm of the gradient). On the other hand G ′ contains G 0 up to quasi-isometry and hence
Step 3 -Now assume H and L are only locally finite. The result of Thomassen [11] still implies that (for some k) the k-fuzz of H and L have a spanning line. However, given a function f ∈ D p (G), it may no longer be in D p (G [k] ) if k > 1 and G does not have bounded valency. To circumvent this problem, construct a graph H by adding (when necessary) the edges of the spanning line in H [k] . Construct L ′ similarly.
Given f ∈ D p (G) where G = L ≀ H, one has that f ∈ D p (G ′ ) with G ′ = L ′ ≀ H ′ . Indeed, in passing from G to G ′ at most four edges are added to each vertex and the gradient along these edge is expressed as a sum of k values of the gradient of f on G. The triangle inequality ensures that the ℓ p -norm of ∇f (on G ′ ) is at most (4k + 1) times the ℓ p -norm of the gradient of f on G.
This last reduction yields the conclusion. Indeed, if there is an f ∈ HD p (G) which is not constant, then there is an f ∈ D p (G ′ ) which takes different values at infinity. This is however excluded by step 2.
